JACQUESSEON CHAMPAGNE CUVÉE NO. 737 DÉGORGEMENT TARDIF EXTRA-BRUT
Country
France
Region
Champagne
Vintage
No Vintage
Score
94

The late-disgorged 737 has praline and creme-brulee aromas with a thread of bread and white stones. The palate is nicely compressed and delivered in a smoothly rendered array of red berries and creamy peach and almond flavors. Drink now.

JACQUESSEON CHAMPAGNE CUVÉE NO. 741 EXTRA-BRUT
Country
France
Region
Champagne
Vintage
No Vintage
Score
93

The signature complexity and aromas of nutty red fruit and preserved yellow citrus make for a very complex and interesting NV style. The palate has a deeply flavorsome core of grapefruit and hazelnuts with a fullish texture and super fresh finish. Drink now.